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The chernical nature and physico-chemical properties
123'of the sea surface layer ' , and of surfactants in subsur-

face sea~ater is still the subject of contraversial inter

pretations because of the lack of analytical techniques of

sufficient sensitivity, or changes the components undergo

during the pretreatment.

To contribute ta a better physico-chemical characte

rizatian of surface active substances in seawater, the sam

pIes from coastal stations in the North Adriatic were ana

lysed for surfactants using direct electrochemical methods

(the method of polarographic maximum of mercury(II)4,S and

Kalousek co~~utator technique 6 ) of different specifie sen

sitivities for various groups of compounds and the specifie

spetrophotometric method for anionic detergents7 • Vertical

distribution of dissolved surfactants and their enrichment

in the surface layer (taken with the screen technique) have

been studied, with special attention being paid to the pol

luted \vaters.

Because of the variety of compounds and their mixtu

res in natural surface layers, the importance and behaviour

of mixtures of surfactants have be~n considered in particular.

A possibility of using the interface electrode/seawater as
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model for understanding real marine interfaces is discussed.
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DISCUSSION

Question and comment:

1. What are your sarnpling locations at Rovinj?

(B. KURELEC, Yugoslavia).

Two sarnpling locations are close to pollution sources

(20 fi from the main drain of a fish canning factory,

and in the harbour, 15 ID from the shore and from the

sewage outlet). Nine stations are located along the coast

and islands surrounding Rovinj.
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